The regular meeting of the Town Council was held on March 7, 1940, at the Town Hall with Trustee [name] presiding.

After a question was declared present the minutes of the January meeting were read and approved.

A communication from Hazel Stephens was read in which she asked for clarification of selling liquor in Arden. She had had an opportunity to sell the lug and whiskey but most people wanted to have an inn wish to be able to sell liquor. The Trustee was asked to state whether the lease permitted selling liquor in Arden and she also asked if approving the Town Meeting on the little inn to be considered under new business.

The financial statement of the Trustee was read and the report of Mr. Williams of the report of the Census Committee. Then went on.

The report of the County Health Department stated that the first was opened this year at the present time, there is no evidence of new cases coming into the district. The report of the Assessor Budget, Community Planning, Registration Authority.
an Advisory Committee

The Water and Sewer Committee report was
given by Mr. Seilienen. Warren Davis and
William Vanderhoo were added
to the committee as suggested by the
January Town assembly. The committee
made the inquiry concerning water
pressure of condition, meter service
and also whether community wanted water
and sewer committee to get figures concerning
a community well for an intermediate level.
The survey contacted 10 houses with
following results

- 76 interested in cooperation sewer
  connection
- 25 do not intend to have a
  well
- 6 are planning to do it themselves
- 68 contacted contended on water
- 37 had no complaint
- 3 poor pressure, mostly in Wednesday
- 3 occasional poor pressure
- 10 poor quality, algae
- 11 occasional pot pressure
- 3 excess chlorine
- 1 had cooperation of water company
  in treating water
- 8 have their own wells

They have started to take pressure readings
daily and continue to do so where there are
complaints for pressure.
Report the sewer submitted to the town
by us with notice of preparation to a
forthcoming meeting with the Committee
on water and sewer that report to
be presented.
Report from Bytown Safety Committee.

The board of School Trustees reported that some people were confused at reason for failure in Ardmore Heights. The board feels increased because Ardmore is to pay for the children who are given better district for South to North grade.

Under new measure now made reports that plan was been formulated to plan, agree, and to be done as of next year after never have been completed in Ardmore. Details have not been worked out as yet.

Mrs. Shield reports report on trouble that she and others have been long because of dog. They are at will until the front of their homes, and dogs tied in the neighborhood that said dog or night of the quiet criers. That not get help of people belonging down Willow Lane. Mr. Smith report that they be later to direct dog owners to keep them away from off others people property. That the be kept under control by no hurt to anyone shelterers, and not to allowed to bark incessantly having done long nearly.

A motor was made of possession that the Tony's could endorse the suggestion made by Mrs. Shield. It was further suggested that the automobile bothered by the dog should contact the owner.
Under new business, the new letters concerning the sale of liquor in order was discussed. The debate was not completed and the motion was not passed. It is the sense of the meeting that we do not approve of the selling of liquor by any commercial establishment in order.

It was pointed out that the alcoholic beverage caused is the one that makes the decision in this matter. Other facts that the meeting should not decide the issue tonight. On note the motion received 14 yes and 15 no, thus it was defeated.

A motion was made that it is the sense of the meeting that it does not wish to express an opinion on the matter. The Chairperson ruled the motion out of order.

It was pointed out that there was confusion concerning the meaning of the motion. Roberts Rule 1A was consulted and it was found that a motion could be made to reconsider a passed or defeated motion.

The motion was made and passed, rescinding the vote on the motion about selling liquor in order in commercial establishments.

My filler appealed the decision made. The motion: Appeal defeated.
The meeting stated it was the sense of the meeting that we do not approve of the selling of liquor in any commercial establishment on Verde was passed.

The Registration Committee reported the election of the committee as follows:

Registrar: James Remmers, Ruth Etter
Joan A. Bailey, Gordon Spreng, Carl Van Deun
Oliver Ash
Bud Eby, Alver Williams, Carl Van Deun
Hans Spreng
Cam Aussler, Leon Torgun, Frank Forno
Arthur Stevenson
Community Planning, James Remmers, President
Rosalie Schum
Advisory Chairman, David Young

The meeting is motion adjourned.

Respectfully submitted,

May 7, 1944